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Of Flash,
Silverlight
and HTML5
Each will have a
place in evolving
market, experts say
BY DAVID RUBINSTEIN

Everyone, it seems, from jour-
nalists and bloggers to software
companies with vested inter-
ests, wants to declare a winner
in the three-way “war”
between Flash, HTML5 and
Silverlight.

But this is
the software
development industry. With
few exceptions has any one
technology emerged as the
homogeneous solution to
enterprise problems. And in
the mobile/rich Internet space,
things are no different.

The hubbub began earlier
this year when Apple refused to
allow Adobe’s Flash Player onto
the iPad, and also said that
cross-platform frameworks and
code translators couldn’t be
used to build native apps. While
Flash had already been banned
from the small-screen iPhone,
keeping it off the large-screen
iPad forced many Web devel-
opers to follow Apple’s embrace
of HTML5. It’s ironic, in that
Apple’s platform is completely
closed and locked down, yet the

continued on page 17 >

BY ALEX HANDY

In open-source parlance, the
year 2010 can be summed up in
one word: Hadoop. But what are
the open-source projects that
will be most important in 2011?
Will NoSQLs be hanging
around, or will a newfangled
dynamic language framework
like Rails be the hip new thing?
We’ve taken out our crystal balls
and, with the help of some 
open-source experts, picked five
projects that we feel will be 
the most important for develop-
ers in 2011.

HBASE
With so many shops now playing
with Hadoop, the architectural
questions tend to revolve
around, “Why do we need two
giant data stores, one for live data
and one for Hadoop’s after-the-
fact number crunching?” And
indeed, this is a question asked
by StumbledUpon, the popular
website-rating browser plug-in.
Rather than live with two data

stores, StumbledUpon has been
contributing caching capabilities
to HBase, the database built for
Hadoop.

With HBase’s new caching
capabilities, entire sites can now
be built with Hadoop as the live
back end. This saves time and
money as all the information
remains in one place, without the
need to load information off of
production servers and onto the
Hadoop cluster after the fact. If
HBase continues to evolve in this
way in 2011, it might become a
viable alternative to MySQL for

simpler database-backed applica-
tions. And while the conventional
wisdom has said that Hadoop is
ill-suited to hosting live data,
HBase users are starting to find
that this isn’t necessarily the case. 

PROJECT VIRGO
Eclipse has long been an essen-
tial tool for developers. With the
arrival of the RCP project for

continued on page 20 >
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PDFs are 
here to stay

BY DAVID RUBINSTEIN

Novell is no more. Pending the
approval of stockholders and
government regulators, the
computer networking giant will
be sold to Attachmate—best
known for systems security and
application integration—for
US$2.2 billion, or $6.10 per
share.

In a statement announcing
the purchase, Attachmate said it
will operate Novell as two divi-
sions: SUSE Linux, and the rest
of Novell, which includes the

ZENworks virtualization soft-
ware and other networking solu-
tions. Further, Novell entered
into an agreement to sell some of
its intellectual property assets to
a Microsoft-organized consor-
tium, CPTN Holdings, which
will pay $450 million in cash.
(“Attachmate buys Novell, but

Microsoft wins big,” p. 34)

Attachmate has not yet pro-
vided a vision for which Novell
products would be integrated
into Attachmate’s portfolio. The
company is owned by private

investors Francisco Partners,
Golden Gate Capital and
Thoma Bravo.

Microsoft was tight-lipped
regarding the assets it will
acquire, and Novell did not pro-
vide elaboration in its statement.
Novell has been the corporate
sponsor of the Mono project, an
open-source implementation of
Microsoft’s .NET Framework,
the future of which is now in
question.

The fate of Novell’s JBoss
middleware system also is

unclear at this time.
Novell entered into a patent

agreement with Microsoft in
November 2006 under which
Microsoft paid Novell $240 mil-
lion for SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server maintenance and sup-
port coupons, and Novell paid
about $40 million to Microsoft
in royalty payments. Microsoft
also agreed not to assert its
patent rights against hobbyists,
but that left commercial spon-
sors of Linux development pro-
jects unprotected. z

Attachmate agrees to buy
Novell; assets to Microsoft
$2.2 billion deal leaves patent issues, future of Linux uncertain 

The five ‘Next Big Things’ in open source
Experts identify “projects to watch” for 2011 and beyond
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The new
math of
consolidation.

1. Annual software maintenance costs on the 36 existing scale-out HP ProLiant DL360 G5 servers include Linux server support and WebSphere subscription and support. IBM Power 730 Express systems include the cost of the systems, operating system, virtualization and middleware
subscription and support for 3 years. 2. Comparison based on consolidating 36 unvirtualized HP ProLiant DL360 G5 servers to five virtualized HP ProLiant DL380 G7 systems and assumes the WebSphere licenses transfer to the HP ProLiant DL380 G7 systems. Actual performance,
cost savings and energy usage referenced in this ad will vary depending on client actual implementation. Contact IBM to see what we can do for you. See www.ibm.com/power7/claims. IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, Power, Smarter Planet and the planet icon are trademarks of IBM
Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml. © International Business Machines Corporation 2010.

Two vir tualized IBM Power® 730 Express systems can easily handle the workload of
36 existing scale-out HP ProLiant DL360 G5 servers. Yet many organizations might
not consider an 18:1 consolidation job because of the typical up-front cost associated
with higher-end systems like Power. The math underlying that assumption has changed.
Today, two Power Express systems can cost less than the annual software subscription
and support on 36 HP ProLiant servers, while consuming up to 92% less energy and
using up to 89% less rack space.1 In addition, the two Power systems may cost up to
26% less than migrating to the latest HP x86-based servers.2 Can systems be built
to do more for less? On a smarter planet they can. ibm.com/power7

Smarter systems for a Smarter Planet.
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BY KATIE SERIGNESE

Whether used separately or
together, agile and lean are here
to stay. Now it’s just a matter of
how to describe the combination
of agile and lean as a business
process and how to make it fit
within that business, according
to experts in the processes.

“The best way I can describe
it is if you look at how agile and
lean have been used in the last
decade, and in the decade from
2000 to 2010, agile has predom-
inantly been a software devel-
opment methodology and lean
has predominantly been a man-
ufacturing process,” said Alex
Adamopoulos, CEO of lean and
agile consultancy emergn. “And
in the next decade, which we
kind of have already started, I
believe they are both going to

become the transformation
agents in business.”

Aside from defining the com-
bination itself, organizations also
have a hard time defining the
best combination for the busi-
ness and its projects, explained
Mike Gilpin, research director at
Forrester Research. One pro-
ject, such as making a system
compliant with certain federal
regulations, may call strictly for
an agile approach, while another
project, like making a customer-
facing website, is considered
highly valuable to the business
and therefore would warrant a
lean approach instead, he said.

To help organizations reach
the best working combination,
Gilpin said, “We discuss process
frameworks that include ele-
ments from lean, agile and other

practices. From there, we use
these frameworks to consult
with clients about their situa-
tion, identify the ‘pains,’ and
make recommendations draw-
ing from the framework. It’s that
sort of approach that guides the
design of a hybrid approach for
each particular client develop-
ment shop.”

Adamopoulos agreed, adding
that people are starting to realize
that both agile and lean add val-
ue, but they are still trying to fig-
ure out how to combine them
and extract what is needed to
best fit their organization.

“As I learned more about
lean, I was intrigued the most
by the Kanban board because
it’s all about workflow,” said Ted
Young, development manager
at Guidewire Software, which

serves the property and casual-
ty insurance industry.

For at least six months now,
Young and his team have imple-
mented this lean-camp con-
cept, despite doing agile well
prior to the adjustment. “We
were all on board with agile and
getting results,” he said, “but
the lead time before getting
feedback was too long and we
were doing too much at once.”

Additionally, the Kanban
board significantly helped with
single-piece flow and work-in-
progress limits, Young said. “I
now have four developers work
on the same thing rather than
do four different things. It gets
things through faster, it gets
feedback faster and it gets clos-
er to being done. And work-in-
progress limits help us see
where we’re getting stuck and
expedites the process,” he
added.

Aside from implementing
the Kanban board, Young said
he plans to incrementally adopt
more lean principles, and he is
bringing his company’s software

users in earlier for feedback.
At an October agile seminar

in New York City, Urbancode
technical evangelist Jeffrey
Fredrick said lean is both the
precursor and future to agile,
and he finds that lean is becom-
ing a goal just as much as agile is.

“A lot of early agilists were
inspired by lean manufacturing
and wanted to bring similar
ideas into software develop-
ment,” he said. However, he
added, agile methodologies
such as Scrum and XP are lim-
ited in scope, prescriptive and
incomplete. “It’s designed to
give you rapid feedback, but
doesn’t give you much guidance
with what to do with it…This is
where solutions (which I find
are gaining traction) from the
lean camp come in,” he said.

But emergn’s Adamopoulos
asked, “Where is this stuff
going? Someone is either going
to have to define a new term or
they’re going to have to be able
to use the two terms together,
but be able to have a good defi-
nition of what they are.” z

A sprinkle of agile, a dash of lean
Which recipe best cooks up success?

BY KATIE SERIGNESE

In a refresh of HP’s application
portfolio, the company intro-
duced its new application life-
cycle management platform,
ALM 11, at the HP Software
Universe conference in
Barcelona in November.

ALM 11 is a Web-based uni-
fied system of HP Quality Cen-
ter (for software quality man-
agement) and Performance
Center (for application perfor-
mance testing) that connects all
work in one system and auto-
mates the workflow process,
said Mark Sarbiewski, vice
president of product marketing
for HP software.

“The core idea is that deliv-

ering software is a full-contact
team sport, so understanding
requirements and validating
the work makes it easier to dri-
ve workflow when done in one
place,” he said. Users can also
see what’s been done in real
time, such as which defects
were fixed or which tests were
done, adding visibility that was-
n’t there before, Sarbiewski
added.

ALM 11 also includes a pro-
ject planning and tracking capa-
bility, pre-built integration with
IDEs, and automatic importa-
tion of business process models
into its requirements manage-
ment technology.

In addition to the ALM 11

platform, HP also enhanced
and added several solutions for
application life-cycle manage-
ment:
• LoadRunner 11.0, HP’s load
and performance testing tool,
can now test rich Internet appli-
cations. The reinvented version
enables testing from within the
browser where users can devel-
op and record scripts, and read
scripts in plain-language
descriptions, Sarbiewski said.
• HP Sprinter, a new module
that automates manual testing
activities such as setting up data
and driving repetitive tasks
across multiple environments.
• For rapid application delivery,
HP Agile Accelerator 4.0 man-

ages agile development projects
with predefined workflows and
configurations.
• HP Unified Functional Test-
ing 11.0, a combination of HP

Functional Test and HP Service
Test 11.0, is an automated solu-
tion used to reduce application
functional defects for both GUI
and non-GUI testing. z
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HP introduces platform for ALM

HP Sprinter automates manual testing tasks, such as setting up data.

Best “How To”  How To Avoid Pitfalls 
Practice

HOW TO BUILD THE BEST AGILE TEAMS

l Don’t confuse increased 
autonomy with 
relaxed discipline. 

l Avoid collecting too many 
metrics or the wrong 
metrics. 

l Don’t use too much 
application life-cycle 
management. 

l Don’t force tool 
standardization.

Manage your 
team with 
lean software 
techniques. 

Source: Forrester Research

One person that has taken a crack at defining a

new term is Eric Ries, former CTO of IMVU, an

online community where members use 3D avatars

to create and play games and meet new people.

Calling it the “Lean Startup,” he described his ter-

minology as the “next generation or major revi-

sion of agile.” It’s the application of lean thinking

via open-source software, agile software and iter-

ative development, which can help startups oper-

ate with much less waste, he said.

Ries coined the term in 2008 and started the

blog “Startup Lessons Learned,” where he dis-

cussed his experiences starting software compa-

nies. Since then, the Lean Startup idea has taken

off as he consults others with similar issues to

the ones he had, he said.

The origin of his term started with one particu-

lar experience that resonates in Ries’ mind today.

In 2004, after a failed software project to create a

3D avatar add-on for instant messaging networks,

he said he felt agile betrayed him. “I had commit-

ted the biggest waste of all, software that no one

wanted, and it was thrown away,” he said.

He said he efficiently cranked out code for six

months, “rather than efficiently finding value.”

Once it went into public beta, no one would even

try the product, he explained.

“I never learned what the customer wanted,

and why did it take six months to get there?”

Ries said. “I needed to get to the learning part as

soon as possible, because building something no

one wants doesn’t matter.

“It was these kinds of situations that drove

me away from agile and towards the Lean Start-

up idea.”

—Katie Serignese

THE LEAN STARTUP

l Use agile approaches to increase 
autonomy and focus on results. 

l Get teams in the “flow” zone and
keep them there. 

l Ruthlessly attack waste in your 
development processes. 

l Pull demand directly from 
customers. 

l Encourage organic processes 
that improve team flow. 

l Implement 360-degree feedback
policies. 
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BY DAVID RUBINSTEIN

Black Duck Software has com-
pleted two recent acquisitions
with the intent of making avail-
able more information about
open-source software and pro-
moting its use.

With the reported US$3 mil-
lion acquisition of Ohloh from
Geeknet in early October, Black
Duck has added to its portfolio a
comprehensive, free site for
developers to keep track of
open-source projects, according
to Peter Vescuso, Black Duck’s
director of marketing. Ohloh.net
is a website where developers
can find open-source projects,
compare them to others in the
same or similar areas, and com-
municate with other developers.

“We want to partner and col-
laborate with forges; we don’t
want to get in the way of a pro-
ject and its community,” Vescu-
so said.

Along with the acquisition,
the company announced the
hiring of Sara Ford as senior
product and community man-
ager for Ohloh. Most recently,
Ford was at Microsoft, where
she led the effort on Codeplex
forge a usually unspportive
environment, Vescuso said. Part
of her mission at Black Duck
will be to enlist more projects

for the site. She’s been working
with open-source project teams
and contributors since 2006.

“We went out to the open-
source community to find out
what works and what doesn’t,”
she said. “We found people to
be very receptive.”

Adding to the package is the
November acquisition of the
assets of SpikeSource, software
that automates application com-
ponent identification and assess-
es potential security vulnerabili-
ties. The SpikeSource Solution
Analyzer, the company said,
“helps developers understand
what’s in an application through

binary scanning.” Solution Ana-
lyzer connects to SpikeInsight, a
cloud-based service that pro-
vides guidance on compliance,
compatibility and remediation
issues, the company said.

Black Duck’s Knowledge-
Base of open-source software
and licenses, along with its
Koders.com code search engine
and the SpikeSource assets,
rounds out the Black Duck Suite
of tools “from compliance tool
provider to full life-cycle open-
source enabler, community par-
ticipant and [open-source soft-
ware] advocate,” said Tim
Yeaton, Black Duck’s CEO. z

Open-source adoption drives
Black Duck acquisitions

NEW PRODUCTS
MapuSoft Technologies said that its OS Changer tool suite includes a

Windows Porting Kit to ease the migration of Windows and Windows

CE applications to a wide variety of target operating systems, includ-

ing Android, eCOS, Linux, LynxOS, Nucleus, Solaris, ThreadX, Unix and

VxWorks. Meanwhile, the company’s OS Abstractor Development Kit

provides interfaces for new code development; interface options

include the newly available Win32 Interface . . . Rally Software is pre-

viewing Project Stratus, a new application that it said would elevate

agile planning and tracking to road-map and portfolio levels. Project

Stratus focuses at the project-management officer level on keeping

development aligned with strategic business priorities, strengthening

feedback loops between the PMO and development teams . . . Tasktop

Technologies collaborated with Hewlett-Packard to develop the Task-

top HP Quality Center Mylyn Connector, which integrates Mylyn’s

task-focused interface technology with HP Quality Center, and sup-

ports Tasktop’s task-focused interface, which tracks and presents the

context of source code, documents and Web pages that are most rele-

vant for a given defect or task . . . Infragistics and StudioWorks Soft-

ware have created Designbox for NetAdvantage for Windows Forms,

a Visual Studio add-in that lets Infragistics developers rapidly create

rich content designs for Windows Forms applications.

UPDATES
The Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University has

released Capability Maturity Model Integration Version 1.3, which

includes improvements to the entire product suite: CMMI for Develop-

ment, CMMI for Acquisition and CMMI for Services. Changes to the

product suite include clarifications of high-maturity areas, aligning the

material in the 16 core process areas that are common to all three

models; improvements to the SCAMPI appraisal method; and revisions

to related training offered by the SEI . . . DevExpress has released

CodeRush 10.2, which helps Visual Studio developers write more code

with fewer keystrokes. According to DevExpress, CodeRush now pro-

vides the fastest Rename experience, the fastest Find All References

experience, and the fastest Test Runner available for .NET developers.

It also has extensive MVC support, enhancements to its unit test run-

ner, extended code analysis, structural highlighting for ASP.NET and

XAML, and contract support for .NET 4.0 . . . The third release of Com-

ponentOne Studio Enterprise 2010, a suite of custom controls for

Windows, Web and mobile application development, focuses on report-

ing. Version 3 includes a report viewer to display HTML- and PDF-based

reports from Active Reports, C1Reports, Crystal, SQL Server Report-

ing and other report providers.  New scheduler controls for Silverlight

and WPF let developers add groupings by resources, categories and

contacts. The end result is a multi-column layout for scheduling

appointments across multiple entities . . . Platform Computing has

updated Platform LSF, its workload-scheduling solution for high-per-

formance computing. Version 8 can delegate administrative rights to

line-of-business managers, guarantee resources to ensure that ser-

vice-level agreements are met, and enforce fair-share scheduling poli-

cies. The company says that Platform LSF scales up to 100,000 cores

and 1.5 million queued jobs . . . The Fall 2010 release of the VersionOne

ALM suite offers a new team collaboration platform, called Conversa-

tions, which are streams of posts and responses that can be used to

discuss stories or other relevant topics . . . Gurock Software is offer-

ing version 2.1 of TestRail, its Web-based test management software.

This release improves time tracking, scheduling and time forecasting;

has new progress reports; and integrates with requirement manage-

ment tools. A new forecasting algorithm uses estimates, historical test

times and averages to calculate completion dates for software tests.

PEOPLE
Anthony Bettencourt is the new chairman and CEO of Coverity. The

company’s previous CEO, cofounder Seth Hallem, remains on the

board of directors and will serve as a technology advisor. Most recent-

ly, Bettencourt was CEO of Verity and of Autonomy, two enterprise

search companies. z

BY KATIE SERIGNESE

dynaTrace has created a free
tool called dynaTrace AJAX
Edition 2 that the company says
will help developers optimize
Web 2.0 client-side applica-
tions. Introduced in November,
the tool analyzes an applica-
tion’s performance based on
browser caching, network
requests, server-side processing
and AJAX and JavaScript execu-
tion, the company said.

After automatically analyzing
every transaction, AJAX Edition
2 highlights problem areas, ranks
overall performance, and recom-
mends best-practice solutions
for common Web 2.0 problems
(such as reducing roundtrips to
the server for caching), accord-
ing to dynaTrace.

The new edition also
includes a built-in ability to
compare Web pages, based on

key performance indicators
(KPIs) and industry norms (such
as page load time, time to first
impression and time to fully
loaded). Web pages given per-
formance grades, dynaTrace
said, and KPIs for every Web
page are summarized in a dash-
board, which helps locate code-
level issues that need to be fixed.

Users can also upload their
results to ShowSlow.com, an
open-source performance
benchmarking service, to com-
pare their applications to those
of competitors or to measure
their own application’s perfor-
mance over time.

In addition, AJAX Edition 2
comes with a built-in integra-
tion for Selenium and Watir
(tools used to automate brows-
er-based tests), allowing func-
tional test scripts to be reused
to measure Web 2.0 perfor-

mance in the browser. The
automated tests can also be
integrated into continuous inte-
gration systems to uncover per-
formance regression issues as
they are introduced into day-to-
day builds, the company said.

“Splitting application logic
between front-end clients and
back-end servers has always
been tricky,” said Bernd
Greifeneder, founder and CTO
of dynaTrace. “AJAX Edition 2
was built to solve three major
challenges for Web 2.0 develop-
ers: How to build better client-
side code faster; how to better
test client-side code to assure
performance and no regression;
and how to get a complete
understanding of front-end to
back-end interaction in a deep,
yet automatic way.”

AJAX Edition 2 is available
now as a free download. z

DYNATRACE LOOKS TO HELP WEB 2.0 DEVS

Ohloh, which was purchased in October gives develoeprs a place to find,
track and compare open-source projects.
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BY ALEX HANDY

Enterprise PHP developers won’t be left
out of the cloud and mobile parties,
thanks to Zend. At its annual conference
in early November, the company released
updates for its Zend Framework and
Zend Studio products. But perhaps the
most important news was around projects
the company is currently working on,
such as the Zend PHP Cloud Application
Platform, scheduled for next year.

Andi Gutmans, CEO and cofounder of
Zend, said that his customers were having
trouble building scalable, manageable
applications that can run in the cloud. In
response, Zend has been working on con-
structing the Zend PHP Cloud Applica-
tion Platform, which will provide much of
the infrastructure needed to make appli-
cations scaleable and manageable in the
cloud, said Gutmans.

“We will provide portability across
different cloud infrastructures,” he said.
“This will be a next-generation platform
that deals with a lot of these issues. We
will deliver these system architectures
out of the box. It will run on Amazon, it
will run on VMware and other cloud
infrastructures that are important to our
customers.”

At the conference, Zend Studio 8 was
released to the public. This updated PHP

development environment now includes
integrations with VMware Workstation.
This allows developers to quickly spin up
a test environment for their PHP applica-
tions on their desktops.

“We can tie a PHP project to a VM
instance, or snapshot in VMware,” said
Gutmans. “When you fire up your pro-
ject, the VMware instance fires up, so
testing and debugging is easy. You also
get the benefit that your Linux files are
already mapped into VMware. If you
edit a project and change it, it immedi-

ately changes inside the VM.”
Gutmans said that PHP is now consid-

ered to be an enterprise-grade develop-
ment language, and to hammer this point
home, representatives from the New
York Stock Exchange were on-hand to
discuss their use of the language.

But Mike Gualtieri, principal analyst at
Forrester, said that he no longer hears
questions from enterprises about any of
the dynamic languages, such as PHP,
Python and Ruby. He said that these lan-
guages in the past promised faster devel-

opment times, but in the end, enterprises
have found this not to be the case for any
of them.

While Gualtieri acknowledged that
these languages are still in use thanks to
ongoing projects, he said he hasn’t heard
from any enterprises looking to move to
PHP, or to begin new projects written in
the language. That doesn’t mean that
PHP isn’t being used, however: Open-
source content management system,
Drupal, is written in PHP.

“Where I do hear about PHP is in the
context of Drupal,” said Gualtieri. “I hear
Drupal far more than I hear PHP. You
have people adopting Drupal who need
to use PHP.” z

Zend pushes PHP to the cloud

Dear subscriber,
We’re having a blast redesigning SD

Times for its new monthly, magazine-
sized format. Last issue, we told you
about our plans to transform SD Times
into a more complementary vehicle to
accompany our online breaking-news
channels.

We heard loud and clear from many
readers that they get their software-devel-
opment news from our sdtimes.com web-
site, News on Monday e-newsletter, RSS
feeds, Twitter, Facebook, and even our
iPhone and iPad applications. By the time
that the long-lead print publication came

out, many of you were past the news and
were reading SD Times primarily for the
more analytical articles and the columns. 

In response, we’re increasing what
and how we report news online and
making SD Times itself of a more ana-
lytical publication. As of January 2011,
it’s changing to a monthly magazine
from a twice-monthly newspaper. We
know that you’ll be very pleased.

Behind the scenes, of course, there’s
a lot going on in our editorial offices. All
the editorial changes are driven by
David Rubinstein, our editor-in-chief,
who has been part of the SD Times news

team since before the very first issue in
February 2000. (He joined us in mid-
1999 as we were planning the launch.)

Dave will be using most of SD Times
for in-depth analytical feature articles,
with only a few pages reserved for sig-
nificant  news stories. Breaking news
will be published online and pushed out
via Internet technologies.

Mara Leonardi, our art director, is
creating the new SD Times user experi-
ence, and she is bringing the best of SD
Times to the new format. You can see
some of the “new” SD Times look on
page 15.

Happy holidays, and happy new year,
from your friends at SD Times. z

Alan Zeichick, Editorial Director

To our readers
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Parasoft chose mid-November’s
Gartner Application Architec-
ture, Development & Integra-
tion Summit 2010 as the back-
drop to announce a new release
of Parasoft Concerto.

Concerto’s capabilities can
be dissected in several ways. It
provides project planning and
task definition that sifts high-
level user stories into manage-
able development tasks, esti-
mates available resources, and
allocates tasks accordingly. It
can also distribute tasks directly
to the developer’s IDE based
on manual assignments or busi-
ness rules.

Progress is automatically
monitored and visible to QA. In
theory, this will reduce rework
and cut costs via automated
defect prevention and detec-
tion. Management expectations
for development and testing
can be input as actionable tasks,
which help ensure process con-
sistency.

Parasoft builds on its previ-
ous release’s integrated auto-
mated testing capabilities to
deliver development activity-
flow feedback. The goal is to
enhance productivity along with
higher-quality code and more
consistent releases. Concerto
gives developers and QA folks a
plan for what needs to be devel-
oped, as well as the ability to
monitor and track how the soft-
ware is being implemented.

Wayne Ariola, vice president
of strategy for Parasoft, consid-
ers Concerto the first system on
the market that focuses on the
process of developing software.
According to Ariola, “Parasoft
Concerto enables teams to be
more productive while achiev-
ing unprecedented application
quality. With companies now
expecting more complex func-
tionality to be delivered
faster—and from fewer
resources—software develop-
ment process improvement has
become a must-have.”

The new release of Concerto
measures projects in real time
versus expectations established
via policies. Exception-based
alerts nudge appropriate team
members if action is needed.
The product provides visibility
into when and how require-
ments are being implemented.
According to Parasoft, Concer-
to is “Hook-up and go” out of
the box, with minimal effort

integrating into your existing
development environments.

Thomas Murphy, a research
director from Gartner, pointed
out that “Development organi-
zations are under pressure to

improve productivity and suc-
cess rates all while the complex-
ity of applications continues to
increase. Often we look for the
quick fix, and agile is currently
the ‘hot’ concept, but making

agile work in a sustainable fash-
ion requires getting everyone
on the same page working from
the same playbook.

“This requires building com-
mon vocabularies and tools that

enable collaboration and enable
a quality-centric development
process; quality sooner rather
than later is what enables IT
teams to meet the demands of
business.” z

Parasoft homes in on development process
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Open-source software provider
Red Hat is expanding its out-
reach efforts at universities and
colleges. The company is a
member of the Teaching Open
Source community, and via its

sponsorship of POSSE (Profes-
sors’ Open Source Summer
Experience) workshops, it has
facilitated the education of pro-
fessors in how to best launch
and incorporate open source
into degree programs.

POSSE was launched in July
2009 by five professors from the
United States and Canada as a
weeklong workshop for profes-
sors interested in involving their
students in open-source software
communities. The workshops

guide and immerse participants
as contributors to a specific
open-source project. They learn
tools and practices for use in oth-
er open-source projects.

The POSSE program has
expanded beyond the United

States to Singapore and South
Africa in a little over a year, with
plans for more expansion.
According to Red Hat, nearly 60
professors and administrators
have attended POSSE work-
shops, which have also grown in
scope and now cover disciplines
outside of computer science.

A Rochester Institute of
Technology POSSE in June 2010
introduced open source to pro-
fessors of journalism, publishing
and technical writing, in addition
to professors of engineering and
the university’s IT staff. It used
the Fedora Project to explore
non-code contribution methods,
such as editing release notes,
interviewing developers for fea-
ture profiles, and composing and
distributing live images of open-
source tools for students. It also
gave real-world experience on an
established project.

“It’s easy for a company to
donate money to fund an acade-
mic institution or research pro-
ject, but Red Hat’s approach
goes one step further by equip-
ping professors to teach open
source,” said Jim Whitehurst,
Red Hat’s president and CEO. z
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iOS deployment
pack released
BY KATIE SERIGNESE

Runtime Revolution released
LiveCode Deployment Pack for
Apple’s iOS operating system,
for iPad and iPhone applica-
tions, earlier this month.

Using the new pack and the
company’s LiveCode develop-
ment framework, users can build
iOS applications with functions
such as shake-motion detection,
multi-touch and accelerometry,
as well as support for orientation,
core location and e-mail, the
company said.

Besides writing and deploy-
ing iOS applications, LiveCode
can reuse code across multiple
devices and platforms. Using
other deployment packs, Live-
Code can also deploy to the
Web, desktop, server and other
mobile platforms.

LiveCode 4.5 was introduced
in September after dropping its
older moniker, Revolution.

Using a compile-free work-
flow, LiveCode enables real-time
development as an application is
running, explained Runtime
Revolution CEO Kevin Miller. It
also has a high-level, English-like
programming language. z

Red Hat expands open-source software academic program
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Developers building applica-
tions designed to run process-
es in parallel are subject to a

special category of bugs.
Corensic’s Jinx is a debugger
for multicore applications, and
the company claims that its

specialized technology can not
only find such bugs during
testing, but it can also do so
without flagging false posi-

tives. Named the Jinx Debug-
ger, version 1.1 shipped in
November.

Prashant Sridharan, senior

director of marketing for
Corensic, said that the compa-
ny’s Jinx Debugger is a “hyper-
visor under the OS, which then
looks for thread timing that will
create a bug.’’

We make the bug happen on
the developer desktop by plug-
ging in to Visual Studio. You
click a box, run in debug mode,
and it forces those bugs to hap-
pen.”

Thus, developers can nail
down multi-threading bugs
while still working on the appli-
cation on their desktop.
Because the Jinx Debugger
runs test code in a virtual
machine, the languages being
debugged are irrelevant, said
Sridharan.

“We don’t actually care
about the code,” he said. “The
really unique thing is that we
are a hypervisor. When you
enable use, we slip in under
the OS and we effectively vir-
tualize the whole OS. We are
application-platform and pro-
gramming-language agnostic.
We do build add-ins for various
IDEs, and those are superficial
things that look for the track
we create.”

Those IDE plug-ins, Sridha-
ran said, help developers track
discovered bugs back into the
code.

Version 1.1 of Jinx adds a
command-line tool for running
the debugger. Previously, only
the Visual Studio plug-in was
available. With the availability
of the command-line tool, Jinx
can now be integrated into
nightly test routines and run
automatically.

“1.0 features were all aimed
at developers on a desktop,”
said Sridharan. “1.1 has fea-
tures that would allow it to
plug into your stress-testing
and load-testing environ-
ments, as well as tie into things
like [HP’s] Quality Center. If
you enable Jinx, we would find
more bugs for you during that
testing.”

A single user license of Jinx
Debugger sells for US$1,999,
and it can be used on an
unlimited number of
machines.

The company has projected
that future versions will
include an Eclipse plug-in and
integrations with the GNU
Debugger. z

Corensic tunes its debugger for parallel processing
Test tool searches for thread-timing issues without flagging false positives
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Cloudsoft recently announced
the launch of Monterey Spring
Edition, an intelligent applica-

tion mobility platform for
Spring applications running in
the cloud. The solution helps
Spring developers simplify how

they build, run and manage dis-
tributed applications.

Users can partition and
dynamically move running

components within and across
public and private clouds with-
out service disruption. This
reduces development costs and

increases Spring application
productivity by up to 300%,
according to the company.

“Monterey Spring Edition is
the only product to give Spring
developers the freedom, flexi-
bility and peace-of-mind to
rapidly refactor and easily
move their applications across
multiple public and private
clouds,” said Duncan Johnston-
Watt, founder and CEO of
Cloudsoft.

The company said that
Monterey Spring Edition
offers full integration with the
SpringSource Tool Suite.
Since no new coding is
required and developers don’t
have to acquire new skills,
they can maintain their focus
on application logic relevant to
their business. Developers are
free to define whatever APIs
they wish for service con-
sumers to use. The only differ-
ence is that they’ll need to ref-
erence a Monterey config file
when they’re ready to deploy
into a distributed environment
or a cloud. The solution
includes application partition-
ing and maintains transaction-
al integrity. It also has built-in
support for multi-cloud sce-
narios.

Monterey Spring Edition is
location-aware and uses a hier-
archical model of geographical
and jurisdictional locations
and constraints, combined
with automatic performance
metrics for components and
locations. Monterey’s policy-
based infrastructure optimizes
application locations based on
multiple criteria, including
load, cost, latency and jurisdic-
tion. The platform also auto-
matically ensures compliance
requirements are met to avoid
regulatory violations and
penalties.

According to Johnston-
Watt, “This innovative intelli-
gent application mobility
reduces development costs and
ensures Spring applications run
on the most cost-effective
cloud available in the world at
any time. Spring developers
can now reduce operational
and reputational risk, avoid
vendor lock-in, and increase
revenue by improving perfor-
mance, uptime and customer
experience for their applica-
tions running in the cloud.” z

Cloudsoft lets Spring developers go on the move
Components can be moved across cloud environments according to location-based policies
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company backs this open stan-
dard. While there’s still no Flash
runtime on the iPad, after some
hue and cry, Apple rewrote its
rules to allow applications built
with third-party frameworks and
translators to be sold in its App
Store.

Meanwhile, Microsoft creat-
ed a tempest in a teakettle at its
Professional Developers Con-
ference when Bob Muglia,
president of Microsoft’s Server
and Tools Business, indicated
that HTML5 would be the
technology of choice for cross-
platform delivery of rich appli-
cations. Some took that to mean
Microsoft was abandoning Sil-
verlight, its entry in the RIA
field. Later attempts to clarify
Muglia’s remarks were met
mostly with amusement.

Since all this kerfuffle,
Adobe has restated its position
that it will continue to advance
Flash for mobile platforms.
“We have a broad history of
support for multiple plat-
forms, and we will continue to
do so,” said Anup Muraka,
director of product marketing
at Adobe. “The idea that you’ll
see a single technology take
over is just wrong.” And
indeed, you can find Flash
running on many Android-
based smartphones.

Muraka said Adobe has “rela-
tionships with 10 of the top 20
OEMs to put Flash on their
devices.” He added that the
company delivers against 5-10%

of all smartphones this year, and
expects to be at 20-30% next
year, and around 50% in 2012. 

ADVANCING FLASH
Muraka said that while the
World Wide Web Consortium
wrangles with the HTML5 spec-
ification, Adobe, through its
OpenScreen initiative, is work-
ing on video performance, 3D
graphics, peer-to-peer network-
ing in Flash, and new tools,
resources and services for devel-
opers. “Flash wouldn’t exist
without the browser. We have
worked alongside HTML for
decades and dealt with the evo-
lution of HTML. As long as we
deliver value above and beyond
HTML, developers will contin-
ue to be interested,” he said.

He pointed out that the first
mobile implementation of
Flash was launched seven years
ago, built from the bottom up,
independent of the feature set
used for the desktop. By the
middle of 2009, Adobe cus-
tomers shipped 1.3 billion
phones worldwide with this ear-
ly version of “mobile” Flash,

yet, Muraka said, “We didn’t
see a surge in content and
usage—except in Japan.”

This, he added, is because
most application developers
and content creators were frus-
trated by having to “dumb
down” their applications for
that version of Flash. “Develop-
ers wanted to know how to
deliver the rich Flash applica-
tions they were writing for the
desktop on the smartphone.”

But now, with the processing
power of mobile devices having
increased, Muraka said the full
Flash Player 10 can run on most
phones. Further, he said Adobe
is working with ARM, Intel,
NVIDIA and Qualcomm to dri-
ve optimization and get better
performance out of the hard-
ware. “An engaging 3D game
will eat up more battery than
reading a static text or making a
voice call,” he said.

Adobe relies on its AIR run-
time framework to deliver Web
content to smartphone operat-
ing systems (Apple’s iOS and
Google’s Android), but Muraka
said that when Apple said Flash

could not be used on its
devices, engineering stopped,
so not all Flash APIs map to
iOS APIs. Now, he said, iOS
support is a standard part of
AIR, and engineering has been
“ramped up.”

As for Microsoft, the compa-
ny has been building HTML5
support into its Internet
Explorer browser since 2009,
according to Todd Anglin, an
HTML5 advocate and chief
evangelist at Telerik, which
makes components for Micro-
soft environments. “Microsoft’s
ambition to deliver a high-per-
formance HTML5 browser has
been going on a lot longer than
PDC,” he said.

Anglin said HTML5 and Sil-
verlight are not the same. “Sil-
verlight is a specific technology,
a replacement of the client app
[Win Forms, WPF and Java] for

the desktop. Silverlight gives
rich access to the client
machine, but requires a Sil-
verlight plug-in. This gives the
advantage of the Internet for
deployment, so it’s really a best-
of-both-worlds scenario.”

That said, Silverlight doesn’t
replace the need for a broader
rich deployment platform for
traditional Web applications,
Anglin said. “HTML is still the
clear choice, and HTML5 is
providing the rich experience
without needing to fall back on
plug-ins.”

MAKING AN HTML5 STANDARD
All of this is not to say that
HTML5 is without its own lim-
itations. First and foremost,
experts point out, is that
HTML5 is a standard, and as
such, is a double-edged sword.

Because it is a standard, it
will provide a unified way for
developers to build applica-
tions that can run on a variety
of platforms, and it will be
maintained for a long time,
said Jonas Jacobi, CEO of
Kaazing, which makes Web
communication software and

this year hosted the first
HTML5 Live Conference. The
other side of that coin, though,
is that HTML5 is slower to
evolve than proprietary soft-
ware driven by business oppor-
tunities and needs.

“The user expectation is an
experience they’re used to with a
desktop look and feel,” Jacobi
said. “Without HTML5, it would
be prohibitively expensive to
deploy to all these platforms.”

Critics, though, claim
HTML5 is not complete, that
there is no specific codec speci-
fied, nor is there a database
specified for local storage.
“With any standard, choices
and compromises must be
made,” said Adobe’s Muraka.

Andrew Connell, an expert in
development for Microsoft’s
.NET Framework and a princi-
pal at SharePoint education

company Critical Path Training,
cited three reasons that wide
HTML5 adoption is still “a ways
off.” First, he noted, “there are
no real or good tools to develop
these new and advanced UIs for
building sites that exploit the
HTML5 capabilities. Today,
folks are stuck exploiting these
new capabilities by hand.”

Second is the pace of
HTML5 browser adoption. As
noted above, IE9 supports it,
and versions of Chrome, Fire-
fox and Safari will as well, but
those have yet to be released in
their final versions, and then
they have to be installed.

Finally, he said, the W3C
hasn’t settled on a final HTML5
spec yet.

To the last point, Philippe
Le Hégaret, the interaction
domain leader at the W3C,
said, “When asked if HTML5 is
done, I answer, ‘Which part?’
We get requests for new APIs
every month.”

Le Hégaret said he has
noticed a lot of early adoption
of HTML5. “The feature set is
complete; work has to be done
on interoperability,” he said. z

Flash, Silverlight and HTML5 will have a place
< continued from page 1

Experts cited three technologies that will drive

broad adoption of the standard, once there is

consensus and the work can be completed.

Video tags and canvas tags: Canvas tags will

enable animations, games and other images to be

dynamically rendered in HTML5 using JavaScript,

while the video tags define video streams or movie

clips. Both are new to

HTML5; Philippe Le Hégaret,

interaction domain leader at

W3C, said, “We are making

progress” on both efforts.

“We are finalizing the feature

set for video and working to

address accessibility-related issues.” He said the

goal is have this complete by mid-2011.

HTML5 communication: This is work being

done around the WebSockets protocol for bidirec-

tional communication over a single TCP socket.

According to Le Hégaret, “this is not stable yet.”

The HTML5 working group is working on the API;

the Internet Engineering Task Force, which stan-

dardized WebSockets, is working on the protocol.

“We have an API that was done for an early

draft of the protocol,” he said. “We’re waiting for

[the IETF] to tell us the protocol is ready before

we finalize the API.” Bidirectional communica-

tion will allow a client to receive an update from

a server at any time, without the client first mak-

ing a request.

“Being able to deliver data tapping into any

TCP-based back end from a device is very attrac-

tive,” said Kaazing CEO Jonas Jacobi.

Offline storage: The ability to work on a docu-

ment offline and then sync it back to the back

end when connectivity is restored is important.

Le Hégaret said W3C is working on two mecha-

nisms. The first, WebStorage, is very simple and

well deployed, he said. The second, called

IndexedDB, came out of Oracle and will replace

the Web database API, he said.

“It’s feature-complete and the hope is to final-

ize it pretty quickly,” Le Hégaret said. Some pri-

vacy issues around storing data on a client need

to be worked through, he added.

—David Rubinstein

THREE ITEMS TOP HTML5 WISH LIST

Silverlight ‘gives the
advantage of the
Internet for deploy-
ment, so it’s really a
best-of-both-worlds
scenario.’

—Todd Anglin, Telerik

‘There are no real or
good tools...that
exploit HTML5.’

—Andrew Connell, 
Critical Path Training

LE HÉGARET
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Eclipse, the platform moved from just
being an IDE into the new category of
application platform.

But the transformations don’t end
there. Mike Milinkovich, director of the
Eclipse Foundation, said that Project Vir-
go offers an even further expansion of the
Eclipse platform into the realm of the
runtime.

“We’ve been talking for a number of
years now around the idea of Eclipse get-
ting more into runtimes,” he said. “With
Virgo, Gemini and Jetty coming to Eclipse
in the last 18 months or so, it has been a
watershed moment for Eclipse and run-
times. We’ve now hit critical mass, and
you can get a pretty cool runtime server
from Eclipse. I can’t think of anything I
can talk about specifically, but I am
already seeing projects and products look-

ing at Virgo as something to move to.”
And as previous years have shown,

never bet against Eclipse expanding into
new areas of development usage; devel-
opers will always find ways to use more
Eclipse.

COUCHDB
The flirtation with NoSQLs is over; the
databases will actually have to perform
in the real world to remain relevant in
2011. One NoSQL that isn’t receiving
heaps of scorn in the trough of disillu-
sionment is CouchDB.

Mu Dynamics’ CTO Kowsik Guru-
swamy was so moved by the use of
CouchDB in one of his company’s

products that he was driven to blog,
tongue-in-cheek, about how the project
makes building a startup too easy.
“CouchDB written in Erlang is honest-
ly spooky,” he wrote.

“With an uptime of eight months and
memory utilization of 0.1%, we think it’s
actually survived a few power outages
too! The joy of running an online com-
munity site is the debugging, thinking
and solving locking and concurrency
issues, outages, and how best to scale the
site as the traffic continues to increase.

“CouchDB has taken all that fun
away. Things just work; we never have to
see why something’s broken and not
worry too much about scaling. This
means we don’t have to hire more peo-
ple to manage the site, which means we
can’t show the investors and our cus-
tomers that we are growing rapidly.”

CouchDB is also quickly become a
go-to database for mobile developers.
That’s because CouchDB is all about
distributed unreliably connected data
stores, where information can still be
stored while devices are disconnected
from the network. Data corruption in
CouchDB is nigh impossible, as the
database has no turn-off button, just
the kill switch. CouchDB remains a
compelling choice for both server and
handheld development.

WINDMILL
The time has come to admit that Seleni-
um is no longer the only answer for test-
ing Web applications. In the past, it was
simply the only option, and became quite
popular. But after a few years of use, it has
become painfully clear that maintaining
Selenium tests is tedious and can become
quite a chore. Atlassian CEO Mike Can-
non-Brookes said that his developers are
finding Selenium to be time-consuming
and frustrating. Not to mention the fact
that Selenium is notoriously unreliable
with browsers other than Firefox.

Enter Windmill. This small Web test-
ing framework has been slowly gathering
fans as an alternative to Selenium. Wind-
mill controller methods offer extensive
options for pushing the browser to its lim-
its, and you can even write your tests in
JavaScript to make them run faster. Best
of all, Windmill works with all browsers.
While it has not yet become the default
replacement for Selenium, further frus-
tration with that platform could make
Windmill a popular alternative.

GOSU
Another year, another scripting layer for
Java. But Cannon-Brookes said Gosu is a
compelling new idea in Java scripting
languages.

Instead of all that crazy dynamic stuff
Groovy introduces, Gosu is a statically
typed language that is 100% bytecode
compatible with Java. It’s also object-ori-
ented, imperative, and features both
type inference and closures.

The language itself is actually eight
years old, but was made open source in
2009. It began life as a way for insurance
software development company
Guidewire Software to write business
rules. In that time, the language has gath-
ered quite a few capabilities, and perhaps
most importantly, has lost a lot of the ver-
bosity common in Java.

Overall, Gosu is a compelling new
Java scripting language, and a reason-
able alternative to Ruby and Groovy. z

Five ‘Next Big Things’ in open source

BY KATIE SERIGNESE

To help business analysts, system ana-
lysts and those alike visualize business
processes, Ravenflow has introduced
RAVEN Cloud, a Silverlight-based solu-
tion that turns plain-English text into
business process diagrams.

Users that need to analyze and visu-
alize their processes can “simply write
their own process narratives or select
from a library of template examples,”
the company said. RAVEN Cloud will
then instantly transform the text into a
“high-fidelity, error-free” process dia-
gram.

Aside from generating diagrams
from plain text, a natural-language

analysis engine examines the process
narrative text and spots logical errors,
gaps or ambiguities that could create
flawed requirements, Ravenflow said.
And to ensure consistent terminology is
used, RAVEN Cloud identifies process
actors, functions and business objects
referenced in the process.

According a company statement, the
solution also organizes, classifies and
stores business processes in user-
defined categories, such as “as-is” and
“to-be” processes.

“Process discovery has become an
important part of the project life cycle
because you need to have a solid under-
standing of how things work today

before making changes or pursuing new
innovations,” said Susan Boers, presi-
dent and CEO of Ravenflow. “Process
models are one of the best ways to con-
vey and validate that understanding,
and RAVEN Cloud transforms the way
those models are created.”

Users can export RAVEN-generated
business process diagrams to Microsoft
Visio 2007 or 2010 (a diagramming pro-
gram), as well as export in either XPDL
or XMI formats for importation into
other process modeling or system engi-
neering tools.

Both individual and multi-user sub-
scriptions are available in addition to a
free, limited-feature version. z

Users can visualize their business processes, which are generated from plain English text.

Ravenflow helps visualize workflows
Software transforms plain English text into process diagrams

< continued from page 1
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ho would have thought
the humble PDF
would become so
ubiquitous, or that
tools for managing

PDFs could be so powerful?
It’s been a tumultuous year for a file

format that prefers a low profile. In ear-
ly 2010, Adobe’s Portable Document
Format, an ISO standard since 2008,
made security headlines when it was
named a vector for the Aurora attack
spread via social engineering and possi-
bly launched by Chinese spies.

Despite that setback, the PDF cre-
ation and conversion market is burgeon-
ing thanks to corporate document work-
flow applications, government digital
archiving efforts, the proliferation of e-
books and mobile devices, and a “green-
ing” of the office.

Andrew Cochran, founder of CeTe
Software and a 10-year PDF components
veteran, predicted, “The PDF market’s
not going to disappear anytime soon.”

A FLEXIBLE NEW ACROBAT
PDF’s ascendancy comes down to
“today’s critical challenge of communi-
cating and collaborating with widely dis-
persed teams of colleagues, partners and
customers,” said Kevin M. Lynch, vice
president and general manager of
Adobe Acrobat. As document life-cycle
management grows ever more impor-
tant, however, the channel is changing
from e-mail and servers to content hubs
a la Microsoft SharePoint, integrated
workflow solutions or even cloud offer-
ings such as Acrobat.com services.

When it comes to PDF, start with the
mother ship: Adobe Acrobat. Launching
its10th version in November, the compa-
ny has fully bridged the corporate and
creative ends of its product line with
Acrobat X.

How? Acrobat X achieves the impos-
sible by making PDFs seem positively
fun. Now, users can create PDFs from
Web pages; create fillable forms; seam-
lessly add multimedia or Flash content
to Microsoft Office files or in PDFs
before exporting to Office; search paper
scans; add comments to embedded
videos at precise frames; and send large
files using Adobe Send Now. The new
Acrobat has an improved OCR engine,
plus options for saving smaller files than
ever before. Perhaps the piece that’s
drawn the most attention is Acrobat’s
PDF Portfolios feature.

Introduced with Acrobat 9, PDF
portfolios, which combine PDFs, forms,
HTML and multimedia in an attractive
full-screen format, have undergone an
extreme makeover in Acrobat 10. While
they’re currently only viewable in Adobe
Reader 9 or higher, Acrobat X can
export a portfolio as a website for Flash-
capable browsers. For now, portfolios
are unique to Acrobat.

“Adobe hasn’t made the portfolio
spec available to us yet. When they do,
we will provide access to that sometime
next year,” said Steve Wilson, product
director for Accusoft Pegasus.

“A key part of our mission at Aspose
is to keep on top of emerging standards
as they come out,” said Billy Lundie,
product manager for the Aspose Scot-
land Team. “We already have support
for the key PDF subsets across our
products, and support for the portfolio
element of the PDF standard is on our
road map.”

FEEDING THE PDF FOOD CHAIN
Acrobat and Reader may be the original
PDF creators and consumers, but secu-
rity concerns are one reason the “PDF
ecosystem” that Adobe has fomented is
flourishing.

“We partner with Foxit software for
PDF rendering because their render-
ing engine doesn’t have nearly the vul-
nerabilities compared to the Acrobat
rendering engine,” said CeTe’s
Cochran. “Part of that is JavaScript.
The vulnerabilities are not with the
public standard. Rendering is the main
area where you would see security
problems.” 

“We own our IP. That allows us to
customize for customer needs, add fea-

tures and thwart attacks,” said Eugene
Xiong, president and founder of Foxit.
“In the past 12-18 months, security has
been a primary issue around PDFs. Our
rapid security response initiative allows
us to address threats faster than our
competitors.”

Another concern is performance.
Where PDF tools of the past may have
struggled with reliability and errors,
according to Foxit, the new goal is scal-
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ability. Foxit claims it has maxi-
mized efficiency on multicore
servers to improve perfor-
mance over competing tech-
nology.

“Some tests were done at
Microsoft with Foxit,” said
Xiong. “We went through 16GB
of information across 84 differ-
ent files. We were able to crawl
and index them in less than 10
minutes, while a competitor
took more than eight hours for
the same test.”

The PDF tools market
breaks down into two main cat-
egories: creation and manipula-
tion. “Many tools which allow
conversion to/from PDF will
provide only limited control
over advanced PDF features,”
said Aspose’s Lundie. “Also,
some tools primarily for creat-
ing and manipulating PDFs will
lack comprehensive conversion
features. For example, there
are general-purpose tools for
creating PDFs that also support
basic conversion from other
formats. However, the quality
of these conversions is usually
very poor compared to a dedi-
cated Microsoft Word compo-
nent which specializes in that
particular format.”

In addition to knowing which
document formats your solution
will need to support or convert,
users should review the PDF
features they’ll be needing, such
as compression, encryption,
graphs or tables, said Lundie.

Not surprisingly, consider-
ing its imaging technology cre-
dentials and handwriting, bar
code and character-recognition
products, Accusoft Pegasus
emphasizes the visual nature of
its PDF solutions, especially
around creating searchable
image-over-text documents
from scanned images such as
faxes, medical records and tax
returns.

“If you’re building a database
app that’s storing scanned
images, you want to make that
file as small as possible. You
want to not only compress those
images without too much loss,
you also want to be able to seg-
ment out that PDF and make
sure everything is compressed
ideally,” said Accusoft’s Wilson.

As do many PDF tool ven-
dors, “We offer free evaluations
of our software, so sometimes
we get people who just need to
create PDFs, but then see they

can do other things with Accu-
soft like adding watermarks to
documents,” he added. “The
advantage is, as they get more
advanced with their use of
PDF, it’s all the same toolkit

and same API from us.”

DOCUMENT PRESERVATION
Though experts at Accusoft
Pegasus, Aspose, CeTe and
Foxit said they’ve yet to detect

strong customer demand for
portfolios, there is plenty of
interest in PDF/A, the archival
subset of the standard. Chalk
this up to European Union
requirements for standard for-

matting of digital archives,
which has produced more mar-
ket pressure than in the U.S.

Apago, Callas Software,
Compart Systemhaus, LuraTe-
ch, Nuance, PDF Tools AG all
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offer products for creating and
validating PDF/A files. Further,
Apache’s Formatting Object
Processor, based on the W3C’s
XSL-FO standard, supports the
minimal PDF/A profile,

PDF/A-1b.
To maximize readability

decades into the future, PDF/A
files cannot contain audio or
video, JavaScript, executables,
or encryption, among other

requirements. Achieving the
archival standard, however, is
difficult unless it’s planned
from the PDF’s inception.
Again, it’s wise for developers to
check tool documentation care-

fully: Some U.S. vendors are
only just beginning to investi-
gate PDF/A or offer nascent
support.

Security or rights manage-
ment is another area where
mileage varies wildly, especially
amid reports that such mea-
sures are widely circumvented.
Nevertheless, redaction and

encryption are on the menu for
many vendors, including Adobe
and Aspose.

“Aspose.Words supports the
PDF Digital Signature stan-
dard directly in line with the
requests of our customers,” said
Lundie. “For more sophisticat-
ed security, Aspose.Pdf.Kit may
be used alongside any of our
individual products to encrypt
PDF documents with either 40-
bit or 128-bit encryption. Mas-
ter and user passwords can also
be set for further PDF security.
Modification in PDF docu-
ments such as content copying,
PDF printing, form field com-
pletion, degraded printing,
annotation modification as well
as PDF document assembly can
also all be restricted by using
Aspose.Pdf.Kit.”

DOCS ON THE GO
Just as fewer workers occupy
corporate cubicles, today, few-
er document life-cycle man-
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January 2010: Adobe patch-

es critical vulnerabilities (via

buffer overflow, memory cor-

ruption, script injection and

DLL loading, among others)

in Acrobat and Reader on

Windows platforms being

actively exploited in the wild.

June 2010: Moscow-based

OCR leader ABBYY releases

version 3.0 of its Recognition

Server with new scanning

and indexing capabilities.

July 2010: PDF rendering

and erstwhile device vendor

Foxit discontinues its eSlick

eBook, concentrating instead

on providing PDF software to

other eBook makers.

September 2010: Xerox

expands marketing of the

Espresso Book Machine,

which prints paperbacks from

PDFs in minutes.

October 2010: Google

announces native PDF ren-

dering within Chrome 6. 

November 2010: Adobe Acro-

bat X includes new features

for portfolios and rich media

within PDFs.

Early 2011: BlackBerry Play-

book tablet PC is set to

launch, boasting support for

AcroForm, JavaScript, PDF

portfolios and XFA forms.

PDF IN
THE NEWS

innovation in PDF
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agement solutions live exclu-
sively on the desktop. “In the
last year, it seems like every-
one’s talking about mobile
PDF development,” said

CeTe’s Cochran.
Apple’s mobile operating

system (iOS) has PDF support
built-in, though the iOS PDF
reader vulnerability is currently
being exploited to jailbreak

Apple devices, and is reported
to have even wider application
security implications. Kindle
offers a built-in PDF reader or
the option to easily convert
image-heavy PDFs to Kindle

format via e-mail. Android
PDF support is coming soon,
while the iPad competitor, the
BlackBerry Playbook, will sup-
port a spectrum of Adobe tech-
nology, making it a contender

for remote corporate apps and
data collection. Medical devices
look to be another hot mobile
niche, said Cochran.

As Foxit’s assistant vice pres-
ident, Alex Alexander, put it,
“People want to consume a
document on multiple devices.
We want that experience to be
the same across an e-reader,
desktop or laptop.”

Foxit claims its small file
size is an advantage for mobile
devices compared to Adobe’s
heft and separate versions for
desktop and mobile platforms.
Foxit is watching the hardware
business close; in fact, it exited
the e-book device market ear-
lier this year to avoid compet-
ing with its customers, Xiong
said.

That raises the question:
Could the ePub format shove
PDF aside on mobile plat-
forms? A clean sweep seems
unlikely, even though a recent
O’Reilly blog noted a rapid
ramping up of ePub and Kin-
dle-compatible Mobipocket
formats starting in early 2009.
Kindle also offers an Android
application file and the accessi-
ble DAISY format for cus-
tomers purchasing its e-books.
The author noted that cus-
tomers often download multi-
ple formats.

A RECTANGULAR VIEW
E-books aside, opportunities
abound for PDF evolution,
including the older PDF/X
subset for prepress workflows
and graphic arts, the PDF/E
subset for engineering and
CAD files, the PDF/UA subset
for universal accessibility, and
even such niches as sheet
music scanning and recognition
applications. It seems Adobe’s
17 years of promoting an
increasingly standardized use
of PDF have finally paid off.
While the paper metaphor may
be wearing thin, there are still
myriad reasons for mandating
page layout, creating standard
forms and legitimizing legally
binding documents.

“I think most of the con-
cerns come back to fidelity
and compatibility,” said
Aspose’s Lundie. In other
words, developers must do
their homework to avoid PDF
components that break the
standard. The good news is,
finding high-quality options is
increasingly easy. z
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A lot has been said about the prob-
lems with public schools, and I am

not going to list all of them here.
Instead, I would like to share my per-
sonal experience as an illustration to
summarize the reasons for the failure
of public schools, and to propose a
solution.

My son is in second grade in a 
California school district
described by its administra-
tors as one of the best in the
state, but his math curricu-
lum continues to puzzle me.
A random set of math topics
is presented without empha-
sis on concept development.
For the third year in a row,
my son is being taught all
aspects of coin counting that
can conceivably be consid-
ered “fun.” I believe that the purpose
of studying math is the development of
logical thinking, and that coin-counting
is better done by machines.

Recently I had an opportunity to
compare public education in Russia
and in the United States, and I would
like to share my observations. Soviet
math education was one of the best in
the world. Soviet universities compet-
ed for the best high school graduates,
and they supported a system of Math
Olympiads and math enrichment class-
es for secondary school students, which
allowed universities to attract future
college math wizards.

After the collapse of the Soviet
Union, the massive emigration of expe-
rienced teachers, lack of funding and
the loss of prestige for higher educa-
tion, the quality of Russian math edu-
cation has declined. Yet in a Pisa 2006
study on the quality of math education
in various countries, 31% more Russian
students scored at the highest (sixth)
level compared to American students;
this is despite the fact that Russian stu-
dents spend less time in the classroom
and per-pupil expenditures in Russian
schools are a fraction of what they are
in the U.S.

I was recently in Russia interview-
ing software engineers for a Russian
subsidiary of my company. To my great
surprise, the majority of candidates
were easily able to solve a logical puz-
zle that had proved difficult for their
American counterparts. (The puzzle is
a variation of a weighing-steps mini-
mization problem.) I think Russian
engineers did better than their Ameri-
can counterparts did because they
received a better secondary math edu-
cation.

While Russian math has admittedly
declined, the current state-approved
math books closely resemble their
excellent Soviet predecessors. They
start with basic topics and gradually

move to more advanced ones. There
are many repetitive exercises to ensure
that a student has mastered the previ-
ously covered topics. The books are
colorful and fun to read, and there 
are slightly more challenging problems
at the end of each lesson to pique 
student curiosity about subjects not
directly covered in the lesson. The

emphasis is on logic and
problem-solving while
building skills necessary to
move to more advanced
topics. There are non-stan-
dard problems to better
prepare students for real-
life problems.

My son attended a Russ-
ian elementary school dur-
ing a Christmas break, and
he was most impressed. The

school day was shorter, there was more
time to play after school, and he
received daily math assignments that
were given in the logical progression of
the subject. He found Russian math
lessons both challenging and interest-
ing.

How do the Russian textbooks com-
pare to the public school textbooks
used by my son? His “Everyday Math-
ematics” textbook is purchased and
held by the school. Parents do not see
it until the end of the year when only
the workbook is given to them. The
“Everyday Mathematics” system is
approved and recommended by the
U.S. Department of Education; it pre-
sents mathematical topics in a random
order and does not require students 
to master basic topics before they
progress to more advanced ones.

In an open letter to the U.S.
Department of Education in 1999, 200
mathematicians, including Nobel Prize
and Fields Medal winners, argued that
“Everyday Mathematics” should not be
used because it does not follow a logi-
cal order of the pupil’s math skills. Yet
it continues to be used by many school
districts across the U.S.

Many parents protest the “Everyday
Mathematics” curriculum adopted by
our school district, but they have had
no discernible effect. The only way to
get it removed is for a group of parents
to mount a district-wide campaign
against the curriculum. Unfortunately,
given the cost of the campaign, it is
cheaper to send a child to a private
school.

What are the top reasons for the
failure of public schools?

1) Universities have very little
involvement with the public schools.
Universities are the incubators of 
ideas and can make a decisive differ-
ence in the quality of the public-school
education. American universities
already have an abundant supply of
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Aleksey Nudelman

Why public school math is bad
FROM THE EDITORS

First Sun, now Novell
In January 2010, Oracle completed its purchase of Sun Microsystems.

In November 2010, Attachmate entered into an agreement to acquire
Novell, simultaneously spinning off hundreds of software patents to
Microsoft.

Two of the old-guard companies have fallen. Novell blazed the trail of
modern enterprise computing, as its NetWare-based file and print
servers pushed IT out of the glass house and into the line-of-business
department. Sun was at the heart of the Dot-Com revolution, as its pow-
erful servers bolstered startups and its Java language juiced the logic
behind the n-tiered architecture.

When Oracle bought Sun, many of us feared the worst. Oracle was the
anti-Sun: closed, focused on the bottom line, a fierce competitor. Sun’s
influence came from its research labs; Oracle’s was centered on its
tremendous cash reserves. Fortunately, Oracle has—so far—been a good
steward of Sun’s important technologies.

Attachmate’s purchase of Novell poses many questions. What will
become of SUSE Linux? What’s going to happen with the Mono project?
Which patents did Microsoft purchase, and why? What will Attachmate’s
ownership of Unix mean for the ongoing SCO Group soap opera? We’ll
learn the answers to those questions over the next few months.

As we end the year 2010, let us stop and consider the new landscape.
A decade ago, Microsoft and IBM were the biggest players in enterprise
software development. Sun played a very important role. Oracle, while a
household name, was mainly a database giant with a penchant for big
acquisitions, mainly in enterprise applications.

Today, while Microsoft and IBM are unquestionably powerful (half
our universe builds server-side software on .NET, and IBM’s servers and
tools are ubiquitous), industry leadership isn’t coming from either Red-
mond or Armonk. Instead, we watch to see what Oracle is doing. And
Google, which used to be a search engine. And Apple, which used to
make computers for artists. And Amazon, which sold books. And
Hewlett-Packard, which wasn’t even in this business a few years ago, but
instead sold hardware, like servers, laptops and printers.

The world continues to change. Happy New Year.

The long tail of open source
Ask an IT professional to name some important open-source software

projects, and you’re likely to hear Linux. The Apache HTTP server.
MySQL. Eclipse. Mozilla. OpenOffice. NetBeans. After a few more
names, the list will sputter out.

However, the power of open-source software—and certainly its inno-
vation—isn’t limited to those few stars. While we all fawn over the latest
Linux kernel or the newest transaction engine for MySQL, there are
thousands of other, smaller open-source projects that save developers, IT
pros and consumers time and money every day.

As 2011 bears down upon us, perhaps it is a good time to reflect upon
all the little projects that make life bearable in corporate software. Pro-
jects like Ant and Maven, which focus on fixing all the dependency prob-
lems in Java. Or projects like libcloud, which gives Python developers
access to the features inside Amazon Web Services and Rackspace’s host-
ing environments. 

While Linux gets the lion’s share of attention, it is these smaller pro-
jects that truly save the day. When you’re up against it and having trou-
ble reading in those complex X-ray images, it will be Endrov or 3D Slicer
that come to the rescue.

Perhaps the greatest thing about open source is that, no matter how
strange the use case, you can probably find someone else who’s done the
work already and is happy to share the code in the hopes of building a com-
munity, putting more eyes on the bugs, or even getting contributors to add
some new features. Even if they’re only sharing it with three other users
worldwide, at least those few users don’t have to reinvent the wheel. z
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high-quality applicants from the U.S.
and abroad, and they do not need to
invest time and effort in searching for
or educating more talent in the public
schools.

2) Math is taught by teachers who
do not know mathematics. Several gen-
erations of students have had poor
math instruction, and the majority of
math teachers do not know math them-
selves. In Russian high and middle
schools, only mathematics majors can
teach the subject; in elementary
school, qualification requires special-
ized elementary school math training.

3) Engineering careers are not
lucrative. Section 1706 of the IRS code
prevents one-person engineering firms
from entering into consulting relation-
ships with most American employers.
This is because the IRS may reclassify
the consultant as an employee and
force its employer to pay back employ-
ment and social security taxes, even
though the consultant already paid
these taxes. Few employers that hire
engineering consultants contractually
demand that consultants are responsi-
ble for back taxes and penalties in the
case of reclassification.

4) Parents cannot gauge the quality
of their children’s education before it is
too late. School districts are indepen-
dently run and operated; they use dif-
ferent curricula and constantly shuffle
teachers, students and principals. Par-
ents and taxpayers should be able to
determine easily how well students are
doing in their school district compared
to other districts without relying on
school officials’ rhetoric that they pro-
vide excellent education.

In order to improve American public
schools, we need to change our educa-
tional and tax policy. We need to create
financial incentives for our universities
to provide enrichment classes to public
school students. States should require
that school districts only employ math
majors to teach math.

Repealing Section 1706 would go a
long way in restoring the glory to engi-
neering careers on par with medicine
and law. Engineers operating the one-
man shops would have better control
over their intellectual property and, as
a result, command higher salaries.

We also need to encourage school
districts to seek accreditation for their
math curricula. Accreditation should
be state-regulated and reflect what dis-
trcits need the most (e.g. keeping stu-
dents busy, preparing students for col-
lege, or giving students a world-class
education). Program accreditation
would send parents a clear message
regarding the quality of math educa-
tion that they can expect at a particular
school district. z

Aleksey Nudelman, Ph.D., is the CEO of
C# Computing and a co-author of an
upcoming book, “Multiprocessor Pro-
gramming with C#.”

Source: BZ Research

DATA WATCHDevelopers non-committal
to Silverlight

According to figures from SD Times’ 9th annual Microsoft Platform and Component Study
(and 822 developers polled), planning and deployment of Silverlight is still lukewarm at
best. More than 41% of respondents said their organization had no plans to develop for
Silverlight, while 31% said they were still studying the technology. There was a slight rise in
the number that said they were deploying it in production systems.

Level of Silverlight investment

s’ 9th annual Microsoft Platform and Component Study

Have deployed production systems

8.0%

5.1%

9.3%

31.2%

41.6%

4.7%

Developing production systems,
but no deployments yet

Developing pilot projects, but no
production systems yet

Only studying
the technology

for now

No plans
to develop

for SilverlightUnknown

EARLIER LAST MONTH, I taught a
class of high school kids at Stanford for a
weekend of learning. My course was
specifically about how they should han-
dle college in regards to getting a job in
the video-game industry. But as the class
went on, I found myself repeating the
same message, over and over: Just do it.

If you want a job in the games indus-
try, I said, make games. If you want to be
a programmer, teach yourself to pro-
gram. Don’t sign up for a class that starts
in five weeks. Go home and Google up a
tutorial right now.

Of course, I told them where to find
the right tools and books to help them,
but the fundamental message is one that
I find myself ruminating upon. When I
was the age of these kids, I remember the
boundless energy and interest I could
bring to bear on a topic. I sometimes miss
that dedication, but I also realize that it
was my love of computers in those years
that got me where I am today.

So to the parents of those kids, I apol-
ogize if they turn into basement-dwelling,
game-addicted programmers. Hopefully
they’ll get rich and take care of you later.

— Alex Handy

DEC. 17 WILL BE A SAD DAY for
Symbian devotees as the Symbian Foun-
dation shuts down its websites, including
the main website, developer sites, and
blog and ideas sites.

According to the foundation, anyone
interested in the source code for the cur-
rent version of the operating system, kits,
wiki, bug database, or reference docu-
mentation should download it before
Dec. 17. Afterwards, expect to wait until
Jan. 31, 2011 when the content will be

ready to be sold, the foundation said.
In addition, people will have to pay for

the content that will most likely be on
DVD or USB hard drives. This move is
part of the non-profit foundation’s transi-
tion to a licensing body, which it
announced in November. Nokia will con-
tinue developing the operating system.

— Katie Serignese 

MICROSOFT RECENTLY announced
that it is removing Drive Extender func-
tionality for Windows Home Server.
Drive Extender allows users to insert
drives into their system to increase
capacity, as well as provide redundancy
to protect against catastrophic failures.

The reason given? Drive Extender
was “not meeting our customer needs.”

Even without knowing the exacts of
this technology, though, I am always
dubious when a company chooses to
remove a feature from something. Judg-
ing by the description of Drive Exten-
der, it looks like a nifty function that
wouldn’t impede anyone’s use of WHS
(and I have been unable to find any
complaints about it).

Perhaps Drive Extender was consid-
ered too difficult for WHS users to han-
dle, though how Microsoft would reach
this conclusion is beyond me. I’m of the
firm belief that features should not be
removed unless they disrupt the user
experience, or if they’re so seldom used
that nobody would notice their absence.
That Microsoft felt the need to announce
this seems to discount both points.

Whatever reason Microsoft actually
has for this, I hope it doesn’t spread to
its other products.

— Adam LoBelia
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On the first project where I used a
Distributed Version Control System,

I wondered what the big deal was. Ver-
sion Control is, it seems, one of the less
interesting aspects of software develop-
ment, an unfortunate artifact of the plas-
ticity of our work, shared source code,
and the reality of dead ends and bugs.
Now I’m fully converted.

We used to say that using version con-
trol was one of the tell-tales between ama-
teurs and professionals. In those days, ver-
sion control used a “check-out, check-in”
model. It was like a library: If you needed
to touch a function, you made a request to
the central repository. If no one else had
checked out the file, you would be grant-
ed the global lock, which you’d retain
until you checked the file back in.

It was undeniably intrusive, especially
in the pre-object-orientation days when
modules were generally structured in
functional categories or abstraction levels.
While a programming task might only
touch a file or two, harder tasks were gen-
erally spread throughout the codebase,
and it was common to be thwarted in
making a single correction in a file that
had been checked out by someone
addressing a function many lines away.

The advantage of the library model
was that it forced a deliberation of

whether a change was appropriate or not.
Additionally, it pressured you to make
minimal change sets; the organizational
pressure to hold a minimum number of
check-out locks encouraged a quick, sin-
gle-file check-in after making a besides-
the-point refactoring or small change.

It was in the late 1990s when the “lock-
free” model of version control
made rapid gains. This is the
model most used today: One is
free to change any file in the
project, and at check-in, one
must reconcile situations
where your changes conflict
with changes introduced since
you had began. This model
relies on text-comparison algo-
rithms that attempt to auto-
matically merge files. These
algorithms are tolerable, although I’m
sure we’d be appalled at the number of
minutes spent manually fixing merges
after our diff tools “got confused.”

The advantage of the lock-free model
is simple: Another person cannot get in
your way, at least not unless they check in
between your last pull and commit. In the
early days, there was a fear of lock-free
version control because of the potential
“chaos of conflicting changes.” In fact, it’s
wise to “commit early and commit often”

when working lock-free, as the smaller the
change set, the less chance for conflict.

If everyone on the team commits early
and often, the odds increase that the
codebase has shifted since your last pull.
This is where continuous integration and
a test suite become critical: Conflicts are
accepted as inevitable and even common,

but continuous integration
identifies them quickly and a
test suite allows one to be con-
fident of his or her resolution.

What does distributed ver-
sion control bring to the party?
The technical answer is that
DVCSes do not rely on a cen-
tral server to be the canonical
reference point. In practice,
teams have a repository that is
backed up from which the

integration server draws its code and to
which the work flows. The practical dif-
ference in DVCSes is that branching and
merging becomes integral.

“Trunk” and “branch,” going back to
the file-system-like “check-in, check-out”
days, reveal a bias in most teams: Progress
is made along the trunk, and branches are
occasionally necessary, but not really
desirable. The opposite is true in 
DVCSes: Branches are cheap and used
constantly.

I like to think of code evolving in a
DVCS like a railroad. There’s the rarely
updated “master” track (formerly the
“trunk”) which, like an express train, only
has stops at important junctions, such as
releases. Then there’s the frequently
updated “development” track, which is
like the local commuter train, from which
the integration server draws its code.
Finally, there are limitless feature-branch
“sidings” in which the individual develop-
er does his or her work, checking in and
rolling back, and hitting dead ends with-
out fear of disaster.

This allows developers to work their
branch check-ins in whatever way works
best, and also to clean things up and
write clear messages when merging back
to the “development” track.

Vincent Driessen, a Dutch software
engineer, wrote a fine tutorial (nvie.com/
posts/a-successful-git-branching-model)
showing how to use this model with the
popular open-source DVCS git. He also
wrote some extensions for git to support
the model, but they are not necessary, and
the model works with any VCS in which
branching is cheap and merging is easy.

Version Control has changed over the
years; so too should your version-control
process. Try the branch-and-merge style
and get on the DVCS train. z

Larry O'Brien is a technology consul-
tant, analyst and writer. Read his blog at
www.knowing.net.
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I’m surely not the first person to point
out the sudden interest in the cloud

these days. If I were to believe every-
thing I read, I’d be forced to conclude
that our universe has just been popped
into a computing space that consists of
two endpoints: the cloud for the back
end and mobile data for the front end.
Desktops? Laptops? Local servers?
Pshaww, passé!

This might indeed be how the world
will shake out in a few years, but for the
time being, we have to solve what’s here
and now. The first point to make, then, is
that much of the interest in clouds is
directed toward internal clouds. IT
departments are simply not going to ship
their source code or data to some collec-
tion of resources hosted by the latest
cloud startup. There is a very natural
security aversion to doing this. What host,
beyond possibly Salesforce, can establish
its credentials in security and uptime at a
level sufficient to convince IT organiza-
tions? So far, few companies have.

Security and reliability, however, are
only part of the issue. Another important
concern is the difficulty in defining a
major benefit for IT organizations to host
apps or data in a cloud outside the fire-
wall. IT managers who grok the benefit of
virtualization and clouds are happier run-

ning those platforms on so-called “private
clouds”; that is, clouds within the firewall.

The argument in favor of the undif-
ferentiated cloud that is frequently trot-
ted out is the savings that are realized on
hardware (the capex) and on manage-
ment costs (the opex). The hole in these
benefits is that hardware is inherently
inexpensive today, and the management
cost benefits are hard to cap-
ture. Certainly, provisioning
and decommissioning
machines is easier, but new
management policies and
skills must be learned.

For example, a frequent
problem is the profusion of
VM snapshots and templates.
These are large files that are
expensive to store and move
around. They also offer com-
paratively little metadata to guide admin-
istration. Emergency management is no
trivial matter either. If a cloud system
goes down, determining which hardware
item has actually failed and what its
effects on other jobs will be is not easy.

The concern expressed in this prob-
lem is probably one of the biggest admin-
istrative and management headaches;
namely, that diminished performance of
one server can affect multiple unrelated

applications that happen to be partially
(or wholly) housed on this server in the
cloud. The encountered problem can
now seep into many applications.

By comparison, the traditional hard-
ware approach inherently limits failures
or problems to the server on which only a
single application (generally) runs. I don’t
want to belabor the point, but for the

time being, it’s safe to say that
we don’t know how much sav-
ings are actually realized in
systems management by use
of the cloud.

Public clouds, such as Ama-
zon EC2, Google App Engine
(GAE) and Microsoft Azure,
bring with them constraints
and problems of their own.
GAE is a limited deployment
environment. The environ-

ment imposes constraints on what can be
done from Java (no threads, no sockets, no
use of java.awt.Color, nor some NIO
classes, nor several standard XML stream-
ing classes). The Python environment
requires version 2.5.2 of the language,
which was released in February 2008.

The more mature EC2 product from
Amazon has its own limitations. The first
is that it is expensive in comparison with
pure-play cloud hosts, such as Rackspace.

It also has been slow in the past, and only
recently began supporting Windows sys-
tems. Data in EC2 systems is not persist-
ed unless you explicitly move the data to
the Amazon S3 service. Your other option
is to transfer the data outside the EC2
instance (at an additional cost).

The entrant that might well power past
Amazon and Google is Microsoft Azure. It
offers a true SQL database for its cloud
instances, so the persistence problem
does not exist in the same way. Moreover,
it supports both .NET and Java applica-
tions as first-class citizens (with the excep-
tion of some NIO calls in Java). The .NET
apps can be debugged from Visual Studio.
Microsoft has committed to an aggressive
schedule of updates to Azure and earlier
this year started shipping an appliance
that enables companies to spill their pri-
vate clouds onto Azure.

Even though Microsoft comes to the
party later than Amazon and Google, it
has a key advantage. As a vendor of
operating systems and databases, it can
customize Windows and SQL Server to
run on Azure and provide a transparent
experience for businesses. If this comes
to pass, I expect public-cloud adoption
will begin to accelerate quickly and the
“paradigm shift” everyone is predicting
will truly be underway. �

Andrew Binstock is the principal analyst
at Pacific Data Works. Read his blog at
binstock.blogspot.com.

Cloud homes still need work
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Microsoft has many, many enemies.
Today, Microsoft is threatened on

the Internet front by Google, on smart-
phones by Apple, on developer tools by
IBM Rational, on databases by Oracle,
and on game platforms by Sony and
Nintendo.

Yet the earliest Undesirable No. 1
was Novell. Since the early 1980s, the
NetWare platform defined
small-business local area net-
works. The server operating
systems were ubiquitous and
reliable, but also expensive,
difficult to create apps for,
and required most businesses
to use resellers and consul-
tants to manage their LANs.

Microsoft saw an opportu-
nity to offer a simpler solu-
tion, and Windows NT Server
ate Novell’s lunch. Sure, Windows NT
Server was less efficient and less stable
than NetWare, but small businesses
could manage Windows NT themselves
(and that was huge) and could write
their own server-side applications
(which was also huge). 

Write a Windows application or
develop an NLM? Work with a NetWare
reseller or buy Windows off the shelf?
Use Netware’s IPX/SPX or use a net-
work that spoke TCP/IP? Bye-bye, Net-
Ware.

Since its long-ago NetWare-centric
glory days, Novell has become a hodge-
podge of technologies. It bought Unix
Systems Laboratories and sold part of it
to SCO. It developed GroupWise, an e-
mail platform that always seemed to have

great promise, but which never could get
a foothold and was pummeled by
Microsoft’s Exchange and IBM’s Lotus
Notes. Novell also created Novell Direc-
tory Services, but that was taken down by
Microsoft’s Active Directory. The compa-
ny bought WordPerfect and created an
office suite, but nobody even noticed.

Where Novell has excelled lately is
with Linux, thanks to its pur-
chase of SUSE in 2003. But
jumping into Linux also put
Novell squarely in Microsoft’s
crosshairs yet again, as during
that time Linux was begin-
ning to make serious inroads
against Windows Server, par-
ticularly for Web servers. The
enterprise-class SUSE Linux
was a much bigger threat to
Windows Server than Red

Hat or other Linux distros.
Now we learn that Novell is being

purchased by Attachmate, best known for
its mainframe terminal emulators and
host integration systems. Okay, I’ll admit:
I didn’t see that coming. Last month, if
you’d asked me to name 25 potential
acquirers of Novell, Attachmate wouldn’t
be on that list. Heck, if I’d written a list of
250 likely buyers, Attachmate wouldn’t
have made that list either.

Microsoft is simultaneously buying
intellectual property from Novell. The
8-K investment notification paperwork
filed by Novell on Nov. 21 said,

Also on November 21, 2010, Novell
entered into a Patent Purchase Agreement
(the “Patent Purchase Agreement”) with
CPTN Holdings LLC, a Delaware limited

liability company and consortium of tech-
nology companies organized by Microsoft
Corporation (“CPTN”). The Patent Pur-
chase Agreement provides that, upon the
terms and subject to the conditions set
forth in the Patent Purchase Agreement,
Novell will sell to CPTN all of Novell’s
right, title and interest in 882 patents (the
“Assigned Patents”) for $450 million in
cash (the “Patent Sale”).

This raises many questions. It is
unclear what those patents are or what
role, if any, Microsoft may have played
in Attachmate’s decision to buy Novell,
and if there are any side agreements
between the two companies. (It’s unlike-
ly that Microsoft would have been able
to buy Novell itself, because this would
raise many, many anti-trust issues.)

It’s also unclear about what’s going to
happen to Novell’s assets, other than
those mysterious patents. Will Attach-
mate want them all? Will it sell some of
Novell’s business lines to other compa-
nies (such as selling SUSE Linux to
VMware, which appears to be a persis-
tent rumor)?

Neal Sedaka wrote in 1962 that
“breaking up is hard to do.” In this case,
I suspect that Novell will be broken up
into lots of little pieces. The big winner
here is Microsoft, which will finally have
seen one of its oldest enemies not 
merely defeated—but actually utterly
destroyed. z

Alan Zeichick is editorial director of 
SD Times. Follow him on Twitter at 
twitter.com/zeichick. Read his blog at
ztrek.blogspot.com.

Attachmate buys Novell, but Microsoft wins big

SAP has been ordered to pay Oracle a record US$1.3 billion

dollars as a result of a verdict in the highly publicized copy-

right infringement case. Admitting liability for swiping Ora-

cle software, SAP subsidiary TomorrowNow recovered and

copied massive amounts of software and confidential data

by posing as clients, court documents said. The admission of

liability led to the real issue of how much SAP actually owed

Oracle for the stolen software. SAP contended no more than

$40 million, while Oracle sought at least $1.65 billion. It is

unclear if SAP will appeal the decision . . . Red Hat has

acquired Makara, a developer of deployment and manage-

ment solutions for applications in the cloud, to accelerate

the development of its Platform-as-a-Service solution for

application life-cycle management. As part of its Cloud

Foundations portfolio, Red Hat PaaS will get a boost from

Makara’s technology, which “enable organizations to deploy,

manage, monitor and scale their applications on both pri-

vate and public clouds,” Red Hat said. Terms of the deal

were not disclosed . . . Black Duck Software has partnered

with credativ, an independent provider of open-source soft-

ware consulting and services, to add expert open-source

support to the services available to its customers. Through

the deal, the 50-person consulting company, which has

operations in the U.S., U.K., Germany and Canada, will pro-

vide Black Duck customers with break and fix support, per-

formance analysis and tuning, architecture consulting,

code-level debugging, and enhancements and training, the

company said . . . Talend, a provider of open-source data

management software, announced the creation of the appli-

cation integration division, which combines its products and

solutions for data management and application integration.

The company appointed Scott Devens as general manager

and Pat Walsh as vice president of marketing of the new

division . . . Apprenda, creators of application server for

Software-as-a-Service SaaSGrid, unveiled its Board of Advi-

sors, which will help support the strategic direction for

SaaSGrid. Made up of cloud and application infrastructure

veterans, members include Frank Artale, vice president of

business development at Citrix Systems; Simon Crosby, CTO

of Data Center and Cloud at Citrix Systems; and Mark Leslie,

the founding chairman and CEO of Veritas, Apprenda said. 

EARNINGS: Salesforce.com reported US$429 million in

revenue, up 30% on a year-over-year basis, for its 2011 fis-

cal third quarter, which ended Oct. 31. Its operating cash flow

increased 108% to $74 million, while the company’s

deferred revenue of $695 million increased 27% from the

same time last year. Salesforce.com also projected its full

fiscal year 2011 revenue in the range of $1.647 billion to

$1.649 billion. Additionally, the company said in its filing,

“We believe that our strong growth this year will allow us to

deliver approximately $2 billion in revenue in fiscal 2012,

making Salesforce.com the first cloud computing company

to achieve that milestone,” said Marc Benioff, chairman and

CEO . . . HP reported a better-than-expected fourth quarter

as its net profit rose 5% to US$2.5 billion and its revenue

increased 8% to $33.3 billion. The company reported dilut-

ed earnings per share of $1.10, up from $.99 the same peri-

od last year. In a conference call with reporters, HP’s CEO

Léo Apotheker said he planned to increase emphasis on

software. At present, software represents roughly 3% of

HP’s revenue, he said. “Doubling it wouldn’t be too bad,

tripling it would be even better, but that would be a very,

very, very long-term projection,” he added . . . Dell report-

ed revenue of US$15.4 billion for its 2011 fiscal third quarter

ended Oct. 29, representing a 19% increase from the year

before. The company’s net income was $822 million, or 42

cents a share, which is up from $337 million, or 17 cents a

share, from the prior year. z
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